
Welcome to Year 1!



Meet the team: 

Mrs Bristow

Miss O’Connell

Mrs Welsh

Mrs Lakin-Jones

Mrs Mincher







Oak Meadow’s behaviour system

Our house system will continue this year and your child has the opportunity to 

contribute tokens towards their house winning the half-termly behaviour trophy.  

As a reminder for you, the houses and their colours are: 



Certificates

To recognise and celebrate children’s hard work and achievements, the tokens 

they receive will contribute not only towards their house weekly totals, but also 

their personal targets to achieve a certificate in recognition of 50, 100, 200, 

300 and 500 token milestones.  





Our Year 1 topics
Jet Setters

Toy Story 

Infinity and Beyond

Buddy Curiosity 

Dinotastic! 

Once upon a time …   



Maths in Reception- Power Maths
Power Maths is a whole-class mastery programme designed to spark curiosity 

and excitement and help nurture confidence in maths. We have made a 

substantial investment in textbooks for every child to follow the scheme 

following extensive research for the highest quality of outstanding maths 

schemes.  



Maths Home Learning

We have made a significant investment in two online learning platforms to support 

your child's mathematical development. 

MathShed is an online learning platform that supports concepts children are taught 

in school and supplements our mastery maths curriculum (weekly maths homework 

will be set via this application).  

Numbots will support your child in learning, retaining and improving their recall 

speed for key number bonds.

Every child will receive their log-in credentials shortly.  Please take time to log in 

with your child to experience and enjoy the platforms together. 



Reading in Year 1



Writing in Year 1

As part of English this term, we will be using a range of texts influenced by our topic of Jet 

Setters, such as: Paddington and Barnaby Bear. Each English lesson will focus on a key skill 

which children will be able to use in this session. We will be retelling stories, writing 

instructions and applying our phonic knowledge. 

In all teaching and learning, there will be a focus upon phonics, accurate spelling, grammar, 

neat presentation, the beginning of joined handwriting and the learning of new vocabulary. 

After half term we will progress to using a weekly SPAG assessment.

As part of the weekly homework we will include spellings that we will be focussing on the 

following week.







PE in Year 1

P.E will take place on the following days: 

1B: Monday and Friday

1O: Monday and Friday

Please ensure that your child has a clearly labelled indoor and outdoor P.E. kit 

in school at all times.  We strongly advise that children wear full tracksuits 

when outside across the autumn and spring term. 

Jewellery should be removed before the lessons. If your child has difficulty 

removing their earrings themselves, please make sure that you have signed and 

returned the appropriate form, which gives permission for them to continue to 

wear them during PE lessons  - accepting the risks involved.









Thank you for your 

time this afternoon.  

Are there any questions?


